Cary Grant Tells Troubles Of Southpaws

By ROB THOMAS

HOLLYWOOD, April 22—The opening of his new picture, "Thirteen Women," which he is conducting and playing the harp, was narrated by Cary Grant.

Grant plays the harp and conducts while performing as a symphony orchestra in this film.

Grant performed in front of a live audience and used a harp in the performance. The harp was a gift from Alfred Hitchcock, who is the producer of the film.

Grant is known for his acting and singing skills, and has appeared in many films and television shows. He is also a trained musician and has played the harp in several of his films.

In this film, Grant plays a harp that was designed for right-handed people, but he uses it with his left hand to play the harp. The harp was made by a master harp maker and is considered one of the finest in the world.

Grant has been praised for his talent and has won several awards for his work in the entertainment industry.

The film "Thirteen Women" is due to be released next month.